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Abstract
Background

The role of low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (LRP1) in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has been
a focal point of research, highlighting its crucial function in amyloid-beta (Aβ) metabolism in the central
nervous system. Despite these signi�cant �ndings, the detailed mechanisms of LRP1 in neuronal Aβ
handling and its systemic effects in AD have not been fully elucidated. Here, we employ innovative single-
cell data analysis and temporal analysis complemented by multi-tissue data integration to shed light on
the speci�c roles and systemic impact of LRP1 in AD.

Methods

We conducted in-depth single-cell data mining and analysis using publicly available datasets from the
GSE181279, GSE174367, and GSE173429. These �ndings were augmented with complementary in vivo
and in vitro experiments aimed at substantiating the function of LRP1 in the phagocytosis of Aβ by
hepatic macrophages.

Results

Detailed data mining and analysis of public datasets have revealed the nuanced role of LRP1 in AD,
notably impacting the brain, blood, and liver. Our �ndings demonstrated pronounced upregulation of
LRP1 in brain astrocyte, microglia, and oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), establishing a direct
correlation with the neurological manifestations of AD. In peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC),
LRP1 exhibited unique expression patterns, underscoring its systemic in�uence on AD pathology.
Critically, our data reveal that physical exercise modulates LRP1 expression in Kupffer cells, identifying
lifestyle factors as key modulators of the molecular processes involved in AD. Experimental evidence
further con�rms that reduced LRP1 expression is associated with impaired amyloid-beta clearance,
highlighting its pivotal role in the progression of AD. Collectively, these insights position LRP1 as a central
molecular player in AD, suggesting novel avenues for therapeutic intervention.

Conclusions

This study, which involved leveraging multi-tissue single-cell analyses of human and mice samples,
investigated the multifaceted functionality and molecular dynamics of LRP1 in AD progression.
Additionally, this study unveiled the modulatory effects of physical exercise on LRP1 expression, paving
the way for novel therapeutic approaches for AD management.

Introduction
AD, a progressive neurodegenerative disorder, is a signi�cant global health challenge[1–3]. Central to AD
pathophysiology is the accumulation of Aβ plaques[4, 5], which is implicated in neuronal damage and
cognitive decline[6, 7]. Despite extensive research, signi�cant gaps exist in our understanding of the
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molecular mechanisms underlying Aβ clearance and the progression of AD[8–10]. Recent �ndings have
indicated a potential link between LRP1 expression and Aβ clearance in various tissues[11, 12], including
the liver and brain. However, the inter- and intracellular heterogeneity of LRP1 expression among tissues,
together with its impact on AD progression, have not been determined. This lack of clarity is crucial, as
elucidating the mechanisms of Aβ clearance could lead to novel therapeutic approaches for AD. This
study speci�cally focused on the role of LRP1, a key player in Aβ clearance[13–16].

Our study aimed to provide a comprehensive analysis of the expression and function of LRP1 across
multi-tissue, with a speci�c focus on the brain, blood, and liver in AD patients. Exploring the impact of
physical exercise on LRP1 expression[17], we investigated the subsequent effects of physical exercise on
immune cell functionality within the AD context. Utilizing single-cell RNA data from multi-tissue [18–20],
our objective was to elucidate the complex role of LRP1 in AD, thereby enhancing our understanding of its
potential as a therapeutic target.

In our study, we provided signi�cant insights into the involvement of LRP1 in AD, revealing distinct
expression patterns across multi-tissue (brain, blood, and liver). We demonstrated the modulation of
LRP1 by physical exercise and its systemic in�uence on AD progression, highlighting its potential as a
key target for therapeutic intervention.

Materials and Methods

Availability of Data
The public mice and human AD scRNA-seq data used in this study can be downloaded from the Gene
Expression Omnibus under accession numbers GSE181279[18], GSE174367[19] and GSE173429[20].

Single-cell RNA-seq data processing
The single-cell gene expression count matrices were analyzed by the Seurat R package[21] (version
4.4.0). Cells with no less than 400 genes and no more than 10% mitochondrial genes were retained. The
�ltered expression matrices were normalized to the total number of UMIs per cell and log2-transformed.
Scaled data from all cells were subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) of highly variable genes.
The �rst 15 principal components and 500 neighbors were used for UMAP embedding, and the �rst 2
principal components were used for UMAP initialization. Different cell types were isolated and subjected
to PCA and UMAP for further analysis. Cell type annotation was performed using the single R
package[22] (version 2.0.0), and the data were re�ned via manual annotation. The marker genes of each
cell cluster were identi�ed by the FindAllMarkers function, with min.pct = 0.25 and thresh.use = 0.25.
Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identi�ed with the FindAllMarkers function in Seurat.
Differences in expression between each cell cluster and others larger than 0.3 were set as the threshold
for signi�cantly differential expression.

Functional enrichment analysis
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GO enrichment analysis was performed using the enrich GO function in the clusterPro�ler R package[23]
(version 4.9.0). Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis was performed
using the enrich KEGG function in the clusterPro�ler R package (version 4.9.0). GSEA was performed
using the gseGO function in the clusterPro�ler R package (version 4.9.0).

Quantifying gene set activity within cells
To quantify gene set activity within individual cells, we performed a gene set variation analysis (GSVA)
using the GSVA R package[24] (version 1.46.0) with the following categories: “C5” and subcategory=
“BP”. The AUCell R package (version 1.20.2) was used to compute gene expression rankings based on the
area under the curve (AUC) value derived from model genes. Furthermore, the UMAP embedding of each
cell’s AUC was visually represented using the ggplot2 R package[25] (version 3.4.4).

Cell‒cell communication analysis
Cell‒cell communication was determined with the CellChat R package[26] (version 1.6.1). Differentially
expressed signaling genes (P < 0.05) were �rst identi�ed across cell clusters in the scRNA-seq dataset to
infer speci�c cellular communications. Next, signaling sources, in�uencers, targets and higher-order
information were obtained via social network analysis.

Clustering genes based on expression changes
Mfuzz[27] (version 2.50.0) was used to cluster the DEGs between disease stages. Pseudo-bulk gene
expression changes across all cells and time points were determined by calculating the average
expression of each gene at every time point. This procedure yielded an n gene by m time point matrix,
with n representing the number of DEGs and m representing the number of time points in each dataset.
Genes exhibiting similar changes in expression throughout development were grouped using Mfuzz-
generated gene clusters. For each cluster, we assigned a gene order score by calculating the Pearson
correlation score of the gene expression trends with the cluster’s center expression score provided by
Mfuzz. The resulting gene order score ranged from 0 to 1.

Animals and groups
The animal study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) of the Chinese Academy of Military Medical Science. A total of 16 C57BL/6 male mice and 16
APP/PS1 male mice (12 weeks of age, weighing 21–25 g/animal; Beijing HFK Bioscience Co., Ltd.) were
housed in eight cages (8 mice/cage) under conventional conditions (at a temperature of 16–20°C and a
relative humidity of 40–70%) with a regular 12-h light:12-h dark cycle (with lights on at 8:00 am). All mice
had free access to food and water. After seven days of adaptive feeding, the mice were randomly divided
into four groups: the white control group (WTC, n = 8), white exercise group (WTE, n = 8), APP/PS1 control
group (ADC, n = 8), and APP/PS1 exercise group (ADE, n = 8).

Aerobic Exercise Protocol
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In alignment with established protocols[28], our aerobic exercise regimen involved swimming training in
an opaque prototype plastic bucket (500 mm upper caliber, 400 mm lower caliber, 620 mm height), with
the water temperature consistently maintained at 31 ± 1°C. To acclimatize the mice to this regimen, the
exercise group underwent a �ve-day preliminary swimming period, beginning at 10 minutes on the �rst
day and increasing incrementally by 10 minutes daily, culminating in 50 minutes on the �fth day. The
formal 12-week experiment comprised daily 50-minute freely swimming sessions from Monday to Friday,
conducted between 19:00 and 21:00. To control for environmental stress, no exercising mice were placed
on a �at open surface within the swimming pool for equivalent durations. After swimming, the mice were
gently dried with a towel to mitigate stress from body temperature regulation.

Novel Object Recognition Test
Following the 12-week aerobic exercise intervention, the spatial learning and memory abilities of the mice
were evaluated using the Novel Object Recognition (NOR) Test, facilitated by Tracking Master-NOR
(Shanghai Xinruan Information Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). The experimental setup
comprised a square box (40 × 40 cm base, 40 cm height) in gray, featuring a novel object and a camera
for observation. The test entailed a training phase in which mice were introduced to two identical objects
within the setup for a 5-minute exploration period. This was followed by a testing phase in which one of
the previously encountered objects was replaced with a new object, during which the mice were allowed
another 5 minutes of free exploration. To prevent olfactory interference, the setup was cleansed with 75%
ethanol after each session. The assessment of memory and recognition capabilities was based on
analyzing the proportion of time the mice spent interacting with the old and new objects.

Morris water maze test
Subsequent to the NOR test, we employed the water maze test to further evaluate the spatial learning and
memory abilities of the mice in each group. This was performed using the Tracking Master-MWM system
(Shanghai Fanbi Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). The experimental setup included a
transparent plastic platform submerged 1.5 cm beneath the water surface in the maze’s �rst quadrant,
serving as a hidden platform for the mice to locate. The maximum escape latency was set at 60 seconds.
The escape latency of mice successfully locating and remaining on the platform for 3 seconds within this
timeframe was also recorded. In cases where the mouse failed to �nd the platform within 60 seconds, the
escape latency was automatically set at the maximum limit. The testing protocol entailed four daily
positioning navigation trials from different sides of the tank, spanning all four quadrants of the water
maze, over the initial �ve days. This rigorous schedule was designed to assess the progressive
development of spatial learning abilities in the mice. On the sixth day, the experiment shifted to a spatial
exploration test by removing the hidden platform. Mice were introduced to the water from the tank’s third
quadrant to evaluate spatial memory.

Western blot
The aim of this Western blot analysis was to assess the levels of LRP1 and Aβ in mouse liver tissues. To
begin the experiment, liver tissues were homogenized in 500 µL of a specially prepared protein lysis
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buffer for each sample, ensuring e�cient cell disruption and protein extraction. The lysis buffer used was
composed of RIPA buffer, phosphatase inhibitor, and protease inhibitor at a 970:20:10 ratio and was
optimized to protect and preserve the integrity of the proteins. Following homogenization, the mixture
was incubated at -40°C to promote complete lysis of the tissue samples. This process separated the
supernatant, which was subsequently transferred to new EP tubes for further analysis. The protein
concentrations in the supernatants were determined using a BCA Protein Assay Kit (PC002; Solarbio,
China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After quanti�cation, the proteins were denatured in a
100°C water bath for 10 minutes. The denatured proteins were then separated using 10% SDS‒PAGE and
subsequently transferred onto PVDF membranes. For blocking, the membranes were incubated with 5%
skim milk powder in TBST for 2 hours at room temperature. This step was crucial for preventing
nonspeci�c binding. Next, the membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies
against LRP1 (Abcam, ab92544, 1:5000 dilution) and Aβ (Proteintech Group, 60342-1-Ig, 1:1000 dilution),
both of which were diluted in TBST containing 5% skim milk powder. GAPDH (Proteintech Group, 10494-
1-AP, 1:5000 dilution) was used as a loading control. Following the primary antibody incubation, the
membranes were washed six times with TBST for 5 minutes each to eliminate unbound primary
antibodies. Subsequently, the sections were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with HRP-
conjugated goat anti-rabbit or HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Proteintech Group,
American, 1:5000 dilution). After secondary antibody incubation, the membranes were washed six times
with TBST to remove any residual antibodies. The �nal step involved detecting protein expression levels
using the Immobilon Western Chemiluminescent HRP Substrate (Thermo et al.). The grayscale values of
the target protein bands were analyzed using ImageJ software, which provided quantitative data on the
levels of LRP1 and Aβ in the liver tissue samples.

ELISA
At the end of the behavioral assay, whole blood was collected from 5 mice per group. This was followed
by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 10 min to obtain plasma. Concentrations of Aβ40 and Aβ42 were then
quanti�ed according to the ELISA kit protocol. Importantly, each sample was analyzed in triplicate to
ensure accuracy and consistency.

Cell culture and treatment
RAW 264.7 cells, sourced from Pricella (China), were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS,
providing optimal conditions for cell growth. To explore the functional role of LRP1, we employed siRNA-
mediated gene silencing. RAW 264.7 cells were transfected with 20 nM LRP1-targeting siRNA using
RNATransMate transfection reagent following the manufacturer's protocol. The cells were incubated at
37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. After 24 hours, the cells were harvested for LRP1 knockdown e�ciency
analysis using both �uorescence microscopy and Western blotting. Concurrently, a control group was
treated with FAM-labeled nontargeting control siRNA (FAM-NC, 20 nM) for 24 hours. The siRNA
sequences used were as follows: LRP1 (mouse) siRNA: 5’-GCGAACAAAUACACUGGCUAATT-3’, and FAM-
NC siRNA: 5’-UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUTT-3’.
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Aβ uptake assay
For the Aβ uptake assay, RAW 264.7 cells were seeded at a density of 100,000 cells per well in a 24-well
plate. The following day, the culture medium was replaced, and the cells were transfected with LRP1
siRNA using RNATransMate to knock down LRP1 expression. After 24 hours, the cells were treated with
the Aβ25−35 peptide (MedChemExpress, HY-P0128, 500 nM) for 1 hour at 37°C following the
manufacturer’s instructions. After treatment, the cells were washed three times with PBS, after which
immuno�uorescence staining was performed. Experiments were conducted in triplicate, and the data
from the blank control group were normalized to aggregate datasets from multiple experimental
replicates.

Immuno�uorescence
Mice were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes at room temperature. Then, the brain
tissue was further �xed with the same concentration of 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded in para�n.
For the immuno�uorescence method, �rst, sections were depara�nized, and then antigen retrieval was
performed. For cellular immuno�uorescence staining, cell slides were directly �xed with 4%
paraformaldehyde. Then, the brain sections or cell slides were blocked and permeabilized in 1% BSA for
60 min and subsequently incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, anti-LRP1 (Abcam,
ab92544, 1:100) and anti-beta amyloid (Boster, MA00081, 1:200). Next, the sections and cell slides were
washed three times with PBS (pH = 7.4) for 5 minutes each. Then, the sections were incubated with the
corresponding �uorescent secondary antibodies in the dark at room temperature for 1 hour with Alexa
Fluor® 488 (Abcam, ab150077, 1:200) and Alexa Fluor® 647 (Abcam, ab150115, 1:200). Afterwards, the
sections and cell slides were again washed three times with PBS (pH = 7.4) for 10 minutes each. Then,
the cells were stained with DAPI solution (Solarbio, C0065) at room temperature for 5 minutes. Finally, the
sections and cell slides were washed three additional times with PBS (pH = 7.4) for 5 minutes each.
Subsequently, the target antibody and nuclear �uorescence were observed under a �uorescence
microscope, and the samples were sealed with an anti-�uorescence quenching agent. Finally, the
�uorescence intensity was quanti�ed using ImageJ software.

Statistical analysis

Bioinformatics analysis
Statistical analyses and data processing for the bioinformatics part of the study were conducted on the R
platform (version 4.2.2). Relative gene expression levels between the case and control groups were
compared using the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test. To explore the differential expression of
key genes across various disease stages, we employed the Games-Howell test, ensuring a 95%
con�dence interval. All bioinformatics quanti�cations and analyses were conducted in a blinded manner,
and the sample conditions were not met by the analysts.

Molecular Biology Validation
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For the molecular biology validation part of the study, all the statistical analyses were performed using
GraphPad Prism 9.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., USA). The data are presented as the means ± SEMs,
unless otherwise speci�ed in the �gure legends. To assess the differences between datasets, we
employed two-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni post hoc correction, Student’s paired t test, or the
paired Wilcoxon test for nonparametric data. The threshold for statistical signi�cance was set at *P < 
0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001.

Results

Charting LRP1’s Regulatory Role in Astrocyte Diversity
During AD Progression
We collected published scRNA-seq datasets from both mice and human AD samples to explore the role of
LRP1 in different stages of AD at singleS-cell resolution. We �rst used the scRNA-seq dataset to
determine the regulatory role of LRP1 in astrocyte, which included 54,104 cells after quality control [19].
The lineages were annotated based on the R package (version 4.4.0). We observed that LRP1 expression
was notably elevated in astrocyte, microglia, and OPCs (Fig. 1A), which was consistent with prior �ndings
on the role of astrocyte and microglia in Aβ protein phagocytosis[29–31]. On the basis of our reclustering
analysis of the astrocyte subtypes (Fig. 1A), we found that LRP1 was highly expressed in A0 cells
(Fig. 1B). Further exploring the heterogeneity in astrocyte cell composition between different stages of A0,
we observed that with the progression of the disease, LRP1 was highly expressed in stage 5 patients
(Fig. 1G). Therefore, we focused on analyzing the characteristics of A0 in Stage 5 and the functions of
LRP1. We identi�ed 1040 DEGs (log2FC > 0.4, cell proportion > 0.3) between Stages 2, 5, and 6 and Stage
1 through FindMarker analysis, including 381 upregulated and 659 downregulated genes (Fig. 1C). To
compare the differences between stages, we conducted functional enrichment analysis and Mfuzz
coexpression analysis for these DEGs (Fig. 1D-F). Speci�cally, we performed a GSEA of DEGs in Stage 5
vs Stage 1 (log2FC > 0.5, cell proportion > 0.1) and found that learning and memory functions were
activated in Stage 5 compared to Stage 1 (Fig. 1D). To further explore the functions of these DEGs, we
performed a Gene Ontology (GO) analysis (Fig. 1H), which revealed that the primary functions related to
LRP1 include receptor-mediated endocytosis and extracellular matrix regulation, while AD-related
functions mainly involve cognition, memory, and neural development. Additionally, we conducted a GSEA
of DEGs in Stage 6 vs Stage 1 (log2FC > 0.5, cell proportion > 0.1), which showed that acute in�ammatory
response functions were activated in Stage 6 compared to Stage 1. To further explore the heterogeneity
of LRP1 in different stages of A0, we analyzed the DEGs across different stages using Mfuzz and found
that LRP1 was clustered in cluster 6 (Fig. 1F). To more precisely delineate the functions of A0, we
performed GSVA[32, 33], which showed that functions related to acute in�ammation and cell apoptosis
trended upward with the progression of AD (Fig. 1I). Aβ clearance was activated in Stage 5 and inhibited
in Stage 6, while functions such as neuronal differentiation and other neural activities were suppressed in
Stages 5 and 6.
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Charting LRP1’s Regulatory Role in Microglial Diversity
During AD Progression
We focused on the primary functions of astrocyte in A0. Similarly, for microglia, we applied a
straightforward analytical approach. To understand the roles of LRP1 in AD, we initially performed a
reclustering analysis on microglia (Fig. 2A) by selecting M0, a subtype that expresses LRP1 across all
stages of the disease (Fig. 2B). Our objective was to elucidate the expression and mechanisms of LRP1
in M0 macrophages as AD progresses. To this end, we conducted a differential analysis of LRP1
expression in M0 macrophages across different stages (Fig. 2C) and found that LRP1 was highly
expressed speci�cally in stages 2 and 5. Since stage 2 was classi�ed as a control group in the original
study, we focused our analysis on the characteristics of stage 5 patients and the functions involving
LRP1. Using FindMarkers, we compared stages 2, 5, and 6 with stage 1 (Supplementary Fig. 1A),
identifying 2211 DEGs (log2FC > 0.4, cell proportion > 0.3), 951 of which were upregulated and 1260 of
which were downregulated. To delineate the progression of AD, we conducted functional enrichment
analysis and Mfuzz coexpression analysis for these DEGs (Fig. 2D-E). Moreover, we performed a GSEA of
DEGs in Stage 5 vs Stage 1 (log2FC > 0.4, cell proportion > 0.1) and found that functions related to
neurons and neural system development were activated in Stage 5 (Supplementary Fig. 1B). To further
explore the functions of these DEGs, we conducted a GO analysis (Fig. 2E). The results revealed that the
primary functions related to LRP1 include receptor-mediated endocytosis and Aβ protein clearance, while
the main functions of AD-related proteins involve immune regulation. To further investigate the stage-
speci�c roles of LRP1, we analyzed the DEGs using Mfuzz and found that LRP1 was clustered in cluster 4
(Fig. 2D). To re�ne our understanding of M0’s functions, we performed a GSVA, which showed that Aβ
clearance and memory functions were activated in Stage 5 and inhibited in Stage 6 (Fig. 2F).
Subsequently, we characterized the interactions and communication relationships between microglia and
astrocyte. We conducted a CCI analysis of all the cells to determine the differences in the APP pathway
between microglia and astrocyte. Focusing on the APP pathway, we analyzed the ligand–receptor pair
and found that the APP-CD74 gene plays a major contributing role (Fig. 2G). Previous studies have
shown that the interaction between APP and CD74 can reduce Aβ protein deposition[34]. Interestingly, the
key gene (receptor) CD74 identi�ed by the CCI, which was highly expressed speci�cally in our focused M0
subtype (Fig. 2H), exhibited a decreasing trend in expression as the disease progressed (Supplementary
Fig. 1C), suggesting that microglia play a reducing role in clearing Aβ protein deposition in later stages of
the disease. Additionally, we found that the gene regulating Aβ protein deposition (APP) was also highly
expressed in stage 5 (Fig. 2I), further demonstrating the importance of stage 5 in regulating the Aβ
protein.

Charting LRP1’s Regulatory Role in PBMC Diversity During
AD Progression
To comprehensively understand the functional diversity of LRP1, we investigated its expression in PBMC
[18]. The scRNA-seq dataset, which included 35,812 cells after quality control, was used to chart the
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regulatory role of LRP1 in PBMC. The linages were annotated based on the Seurat R package (version
4.4.0). We observed �ve distinct cell clusters in PBMC (Fig. 3A), with LRP1 showing notable expression in
monocytes (log2FC = 1.4), suggesting that LRP1 plays a key role in AD progression. A �ner reclustering
analysis with a resolution of 0.5 resulted in �ve subclusters, encompassing 16,382 genes across 441
samples (Fig. 3A). A more detailed reclustering analysis with a resolution of 0.5 resulted in �ve
subclusters, encompassing 16,382 genes across 441 samples (Fig. 3A). Following a literature-reported
reannotation[18] of monocytes, we pinpointed signi�cantly elevated LRP1 expression in two speci�c
subgroups: CD14 Mono_Activated (log2FC = 0.8) and CD14 Mono_HLA (log2FC = 0.35) (Fig. 3B-C). These
disease-speci�c and control-speci�c populations exhibited similar expression pro�les. Thus, we
investigated the mechanistic role of LRP1 in AD, particularly focusing on the differential expression and
functional implications between the CD14 Mono_Activated and CD14 Mono_HLA groups.

First, using a T test, we detected that LRP1 gene expression was signi�cantly upregulated in CD14
Mono_Activated cells compared to CD14 Mono_HLA cells (P = 5.65e-03) (Fig. 3D). Additionally, we
identi�ed 702 DEGs (log2FC > = 0.5, cell proportion > 0.25) between these two groups using FindMarkers
(Fig. 3E), including 429 upregulated and 273 downregulated genes. To gain deeper insights, we
conducted functional enrichment analysis on these DEGs. The results revealed that AD-related functions
mainly included neuronal death, acute in�ammation, and oxidative stress, while LRP1-related functions
primarily involved phagocytosis, Aβ protein clearance, and the neuroin�ammatory response (Fig. 3F). To
corroborate the phagocytic function of monocytes, we examined the expression levels of phagocytosis-
related genes (CD36, LRP1, ITGAM, and PICALM) in monocytes. We found that these genes were highly
expressed speci�cally in CD14 Mono_Activated cells (Fig. 3G), suggesting that monocyte function is
primarily exerted by CD14 Mono_Activated cells. Furthermore, we performed GSEA on the DEGs (log2FC > 
0.5, cell proportion > 0.25) (Fig. 3H). The results showed that functions such as monocyte proliferation,
immune function, and neutrophil migration were suppressed. Then, using AUCell analysis, we revealed
which biological processes or signaling pathways were activated (Fig. 3I). We found that Aβ clearance,
negative regulation of the lipopolysaccharide-mediated signaling pathway, and positive regulation of the
neuroin�ammatory response were activated in both CD14 Mono_HLA-treated and CD14 Mono_Activated
cells. The negative regulation of the MHC class II biosynthetic process was activated in CD14
Mono_Activated cells. In summary, the functions of LRP1 in the brain and blood are similar.

Charting the Regulatory Role of Lrp1 in Liver Diversity
During AD Progression
Previous research revealed that LRP1 is not only abundant in the blood but also highly expressed in the
liver, particularly after exercise, where liver Lrp1 levels signi�cantly increase[17, 35]. Therefore, after
quality control, we utilized the scRNA-seq dataset to determine the regulatory role of Lrp1 in the liver,
which included 12,961 cells[20]. The linages were annotated based on the Seurat R package (version
4.4.0). We observed six distinct cell clusters in the liver (Fig. 4A). with LRP1 showing notable expression
in monocytes and macrophages, hinting at their key role in AD progression (Fig. 4B). Consequently, we
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focused on the function of Lrp1 in monocytes and macrophages. A T test revealed that, compared to that
in the sedentary condition group, LRP1 expression was signi�cantly greater in the exercise group (P = 
9.63e-05) (Fig. 4C). To further investigate the impact of exercise, we compared monocyte and
macrophage counts between exercise and sedentary mice using FindMarkers and identi�ed 349 DEGs
(log2FC > 0.5, cell proportion > 0.3), 255 of which were upregulated and 94 of which were downregulated
(Fig. 4D). We conducted enrichment analysis of these genes and discovered that the Lrp1-related
functions included receptor-mediated endocytosis and Aβ protein clearance (Fig. 4G). To further explore
the molecular interactions, we further explored the PPI interactions of the DEGs among the AD-related
genes (Fig. 4E-F) and found that the upregulated submodules were associated mainly with Aβ protein
clearance, negative regulation of cell death, and immune-related functions, while the downregulated
submodules were related to oxidative phosphorylation and ALS (Fig. 4E). Notably, the PPI analysis
highlighted the connection between Lrp1 and APP (Fig. 4F), suggesting that their interaction could be
used in therapeutic strategies for Aβ protein phagocytosis in AD.

The Function of LRP1 in Multi-Tissue Contexts
In the previous sections, we summarized the functions of LRP1 in FC, PBMC, and the liver; however, the
heterogeneity among these tissues has not been determined. To address this issue, we explored the
heterogeneity and similarities of LRP1 functions across multi-tissue (Fig. 5A-B). After enriching for LRP1
functions across multi-tissue, we discovered that the functional changes induced by high LRP1
expression are highly similar and are primarily associated with Aβ protein clearance and phagocytosis
(Fig. 5A). Additionally, in the learning or memory module, Stage 5 in the FC was highly enriched, whereas
it was not enriched in Stage 1; furthermore, this function showed a smaller p value in exercise samples of
the liver than in sedentary samples (Fig. 5B). These �ndings suggest that in the early stages of AD,
phagocytic ability is greater than in the later stages. However, exercise can enhance cognitive ability and
phagocytic capacity.

Previous research has shown that astrocyte and microglial LRP1 in the brain play a role in phagocytizing
Aβ proteins[13, 36, 37], consistent with our �ndings from single-cell transcriptomic analysis. However,
there is a gap in the literature regarding whether LRP1 in the liver has a similar role in phagocytizing Aβ
proteins. To bridge this gap, we conducted a three-month aerobic exercise intervention on male C57BL6
wild-type mice and APP/PS1 mice to verify the role of liver LRP1 in AD. The results showed that,
compared to the sedentary group, the exercise group exhibited improved cognitive abilities
(Supplementary Fig. 2) and a signi�cant reduction in brain Aβ deposition levels (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Furthermore, Western blot experiments were speci�cally performed on the livers of the four groups of
mice (Fig. 5C). Signi�cant differences in liver LRP1 and Aβ levels were found among the four groups (F = 
108.4, P = 0.0003 and F = 221.6, P < 0.0001). Notably, compared to those in the WTC group, the LRP1
levels in the WTE group were signi�cantly greater (P = 0.0257). Similarly, the ADE group had a
signi�cantly greater level of LRP1 than the apparent diffusion coe�cient (ADC) group (P = 0.006).
Additionally, the Aβ levels in the WTE group were signi�cantly greater than those in the WTC group (P = 
0.0035), and the Aβ levels were signi�cantly greater in the ADE group than in the ADC group (P = 0.0145)
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(Fig. 5D). To further investigate this phenomenon, we conducted an Aβ uptake assay to con�rm the
phagocytic effect of liver LRP1 on Aβ proteins (Fig. 5E). The results showed a signi�cant decrease in the
level of Aβ proteins phagocytosed by macrophages after LRP1 knockdown (P = 0.0022) (Fig. 5F). These
comprehensive �ndings strongly support our single-cell transcriptomic analysis, demonstrating the
crucial role of macrophage LRP1 in the liver in the phagocytosis of Aβ proteins. In summary, exercise can
enhance learning and memory in APP/PS1 mice to some extent, potentially through the exercise-induced
upregulation of LRP1, which leads to increased phagocytosis of the Aβ protein.

Discussion
In this study, we observed alterations in the expression of LRP1 across various cell types and multi-tissue
in AD, providing new insights into the role of LRP1 in AD. Initially, we focused on the FC, a critical region
for AD pathology, where LRP1 is predominantly enriched in astrocyte, microglia, and OPCs. In astrocyte,
LRP1 is mainly concentrated in A0 and plays a signi�cant role in in�ammation, neurodevelopment, and
endocytosis. Similarly, in microglia, LRP1 is also predominantly expressed in M0 macrophages, which
aligns with previous �ndings that LRP1 is involved primarily in phagocytosis and neurodevelopment[38–
42]. Our novel contribution is to demonstrate that the absence of LRP1 in astrocyte and microglia impairs
their ability to phagocytose Aβ proteins. Consequently, this impairment leads to the accumulation of Aβ
proteins in the brain, which increases in�ammatory responses in astrocyte and microglia, signi�cantly
impacting neurodevelopment. Consequently, these factors not only worsen the brain’s physiological
environment but also impair cognitive abilities. Furthermore, LRP1 engages in the phagocytosis of Aβ
proteins and plays a key role in regulating tau protein endocytosis in neurons, which is crucial for the
spread of tau proteins in the brain. Additionally, our research revealed that the A0 and M0 cell subsets
interact mainly through the APP-CD74 pathway, with CD74 being identi�ed as binding to amyloid
precursor protein (APP) and inhibiting the production of Aβ[34]. Therefore, the APP-CD74 interaction not
only aids in the phagocytosis of Aβ but also inhibits its production, contributing to a reduction in Aβ in the
brain. In this context, proteins targeted by LRP1-mediated phagocytosis are likely degraded via lysosomal
pathways. Recent studies suggest that microglia can phagocytose Aβ proteins through multiple
pathways, with lysosomes further coordinating Aβ clearance[43, 44]. However, studies have reported
con�icting data on the levels of LRP1 in the brains of AD patients. Several groups have noted increased
levels of LRP1 mRNA in the temporal cortex and hippocampus of AD patients or individuals with
dementia[45, 46], while others have observed decreased LRP1 mRNA expression in the frontal cortex of
AD patients[47]. We propose that this inconsistency is due to the differential expression of LRP1 in
various cell types[48]. Our �ndings clarify this phenomenon by revealing that LRP1 is found primarily in
astrocyte, microglia, and OPCs. Moreover, by analyzing LRP1 expression levels at different stages of AD,
we observed an increase in the early stages and a decrease in the later stages of AD. These �ndings
further explain the variability of previous research results and underscore the importance of the timing of
AD sample collection. In essence, LRP1 serves as a common factor that may underlie the cooccurrence of
Aβ and tau pathologies.
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Moreover, LRP1 plays a crucial role in maintaining the normal function of the blood brain barrier (BBB).
Previous research has shown that ablation of brain endothelial LRP1 results in protease-mediated
degradation of tight junctions, a reduction in P-glycoprotein (P-gp), and a loss of BBB integrity[49]. In this
scenario, LRP1, which serves as a primary functional carrier of Aβ, signi�cantly in�uences the e�ux of Aβ
from the brain to peripheral blood. Speci�cally, inside the brain, Aβ initially forms a complex with LRP1
ligands, binds to LRP1, leads to phosphorylation of the LRP1 tail, and becomes internalized to form
endosomes. These proteins are subsequently transported through the BBB to peripheral blood[50]. In the
peripheral nervous system, LRP1 is soluble LRP1 (sLRP1), the main protein that binds to Aβ in peripheral
tissues and can bind approximately 90% of soluble Aβ. Consequently, this interaction results in the
formation of a complex that cannot re-enter the brain through the BBB and is cleared by the liver and
kidneys. Our research revealed that sLRP1 is highly enriched in monocytes in the blood, and its
associated genes are involved mainly in acute in�ammation, phagocytosis, and clearance of apoptotic
cells. These �ndings highlight the role of sLRP1 in the blood. Furthermore, we observed that LRP1 levels
in the liver signi�cantly increase after exercise, enhancing the capacity of the liver to clear Aβ proteins. We
discovered that LRP1 is primarily enriched in macrophages and monocytes in the liver. Interestingly,
monocytes are present in the blood, but they migrate to the liver and transform into macrophages upon
immune system regulation. To con�rm these �ndings, we conducted in vivo and in vitro experiments and
revealed that exercise mainly induces the upregulation of LRP1 in liver macrophages, thereby enhancing
the phagocytosis of Aβ in the peripheral circulatory system. Additionally, our study showed that LRP1 in
the liver is regulated primarily by Egr1 and Irf7 (Supplementary Fig. 4). Notably, previous research has
identi�ed Egr1 as an upregulator of the AD presenilin-2 gene in neuronal cells. Presenilin-2 is a
component of the gamma-secretase complex involved in the processing of amyloid precursor protein
(APP)[51]. These �ndings indicate that Egr1 could be a new target for AD treatment.

In our research, we found that LRP1 is predominantly enriched in liver monocytes or macrophages; in
monocytes in the blood; and in microglia, astrocyte, and OPCs in the brain. This difference in prevalence
across various immune-related cell types underscores the signi�cant correlation between LRP1 and the
immune system. Recent advancements in studies have further revealed the role of LRP1 in mediating
immune functions[52]. For instance, LRP1 modulates the microglial immune response through the
regulation of the JNK and NF-κB signaling pathways[53], actively contributes to neuroin�ammation via
OPCs[54], and mediates the immunosuppression of monocytes by α-MMCs[39]. Taken together, these
examples collectively highlight the critical role of LRP1 in immune regulation. Importantly, enhancing
immune function is highly bene�cial not only for AD patients, as evidenced by multiple studies[55–57]
but also for the general population[58, 59]. Therefore, exploring the molecular mechanisms involved in
treating AD, especially from an immunological perspective, is vital for future research.

Conclusions
This study represents a signi�cant advancement in understanding the role of LRP1 in AD, uncovering its
multifaceted functions across multi-tissue at the single-cell level. Our �ndings not only corroborate
previous �ndings about the involvement of LRP1 in AD pathology but also extend these �ndings by
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revealing tissue-speci�c roles and delineating the in�uence of lifestyle factors such as physical activity.
There are manifold implications of our research, revealing new perspectives for multidisciplinary
approaches in AD research spanning molecular biology, neurology, and beyond. Our study bridges critical
gaps in the literature by providing a detailed, single-cell view of the role of LRP1 in AD and challenging
and re�ning current models of disease pathogenesis. The insights gained here not only open avenues for
the development of novel therapeutic strategies targeting LRP1 but also suggest potential biomarkers for
early AD diagnosis and progression monitoring. As the global prevalence of AD continues to increase, our
�ndings are timely and contribute to the broader understanding of the molecular underpinnings of this
disease. Consequently, this knowledge is crucial for developing public health strategies and enhancing
the quality of life for individuals affected by AD. While our study provides comprehensive insights, it also
underscores the complexity of AD and the need for further research. Therefore, future studies should
focus on elucidating the exact mechanisms by which LRP1 in�uences AD progression and exploring how
these pathways might be modulated for therapeutic bene�t.
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Figures

Figure 1

Uncovering the involved functions and intricate role of LRP1 in astrocyte during the progression of AD.
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A UMAP clustering of FC cell types and astrocyte reclustering. B UMAP visualization of LRP1 expression
in distinct cell clusters. C Changes in the expression of LRP1 across AD stages. D GSEA plot contrasting
Stage 1 and Stage 5 gene sets. EGSEA plot contrasting Stage 1 and Stage 6 gene sets. F Mfuzz analysis
of DEGs between Stage 1 and Stage 5. G LRP1 expression levels through different stages of AD. H GO
enrichment analysis of genes differentially expressed between Stage 1 and Stage 5. I GSVA heatmaps of
gene sets in the A0 astrocyte subset across AD stages. ****P<0.0001.
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Figure 2

Uncovering the involved functions and intricate role of LRP1 in microglia during the progression of AD.

A UMAP clustering of FC cell types and microglial reclustering. B LRP1 expression in microglial subtypes.
C LRP1 expression in the M0 subtype across AD stages. D Mfuzz clustering of genes differentially
expressed between Stage 1 and Stage 5. E GO enrichment analysis of genes differentially expressed
between Stage 5 and Stage 1. F GSVA heatmap for gene sets in the M0 subtype across stages of AD. G
Heatmap of APP signaling network interactions between microglia and astrocyte. H Expression of APP
and CD74 in microglial and astrocyte subtypes. I APP expression in the M0 subtype across stages of AD.
*P<0.05, ****P<0.0001.
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Figure 3

The functions and roles of LRP1 are similar between the brain and blood.

A UMAP clustering of PBMC cell types and monocyte reclustering. B UMAP visualization of LRP1
expression in distinct cell clusters. C Distribution of LRP1 expression across different cell clusters. D
LRP1 expression in speci�c monocyte subsets and megakaryocytes. E Differentially expressed genes
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between CD14 Mono_Activated and CD14 Mono_HLA genes. F GO term enrichment analysis of genes
differentially expressed between CD14 Mono_Activated and CD14 Mono_HLA genes. G Gene expression
pro�les of phagocytosis-related genes in different cell clusters. H GSEA of genes differentially expressed
between CD14 Mono_Activated and CD14 Mono_HLA genes. I AUCell analysis of genes differentially
expressed between CD14 Mono_Activated and CD14 Mono_HLA genes.

Figure 4

Exercise-induced upregulation of Lrp1 expression contributes to alleviating AD symptoms.

A UMAP clustering of liver cell types. B Lrp1 expression across different liver cell clusters. C Comparison
of Lrp1 expression in monocytes and macrophages between sedentary conditions. D. Genes differentially
expressed between exercise and sedentary conditions in monocytes and macrophages. EDifferential
expression of AD-related genes between monocytes and macrophages during exercise and sedentary
conditions. F PPI network analysis of the genes shown in Fig. 4E. G GO enrichment analysis of genes
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differentially expressed between exercised and sedentary mice among monocytes and macrophages.
****P<0.0001.

Figure 5

Integrative analysis suggested that LRP1 may enhance amyloid-beta clearance via endocytosis.

A Venn diagram of LRP1-related functional overlaps in multi-tissue. B The distribution of shared
functions involving LRP1 across tissues. C Western blot bands for Aβ and LRP1 in control and exercised
mouse liver samples. D Quantitative western blot analysis of the Aβ and LRP1 proteins. E Fluorescence
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microscopy images of Aβ uptake in Kupffer cells with normal and reduced LRP1 levels. Scale bar =100
µm. G: Quantitative analysis of Aβ uptake e�ciency in Kupffer cells. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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